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counterparts with an identical or slightly greater
najor-axis mo¡nent of ínertia.

2. Spread box-beam bridges exhibít higher over-
all flexural stiffness than cornparable I-bean
bridges, although the ¡naxinum brÍdge deflection
reached at equivalent beam damage levels is about
the same for the tgro bri¿lge tlnpes.

3. In box-bea¡n bridges transverse distribution
of load to bearns not directly loaded is higher ini-
tially and is effectively ¡naintainecl Èhrough the
entire load range as conpared with l-beam bridges in
which the initially poor transverse distribution
becomes worse as total applíed load is increasecl
into the postelastic range.
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initiate in girders or in the deck, depend-
ing on the design details. It was also
notetl that bridges with a high degree of
internal and external structural indetermi-
nacy are less prone to damage induced by
catastrophic overloâd.

Most high\ray bridges are subjected to overloading of
varying degrees of severity with varying frequency.
It is guite rare that. all structural cornponents of a
bridge superstructure will not be subjected to
stresses an¿l defornations that will be equal to or
below the values assumed by the designers. The
overloading of a given bridge and its cornponents
wíl1 not necessarÍly occur only when a vehicle tra-
versing the bridge is heavier than the design vehi-
cle. Vehicles with close axle spacings, even if
they are lighter than the desígn vehicle, can cause
overloading. Thus, the issue of overloading is
prevalent for alL bridges. The frequency of the
overloading cannot be accurately estimated unless
the traffic count, including the axle spacing and
weights of the axles, is rnonitoreil. Because sone
steel britlge conponents are known to be susceptible
to fatigue, fatigue-crack initiation, and propaga-
tion, the overloading of steel bridges is closely
related to the faÈigue life of the bridges.
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ABSTRACT

The overloading of steel multigirder highway
bridges may have deleterious effects on the
structural integrity of the superstructure.
The overloading of steel brialges is closely
linked r¡íth the fatigue-Iife determination
of the connection details. It is observed
that the actual structural response of these
bridges is different from the assumptions
made in the design. Results obtained fro¡n a
computer-based analytical model ancl simula-
tion schene are presented. The method pro-
vides a reliable tool to predict the linear-
elastic and inelastic response of bridge
superstructures up to the collapse load
1evel. The observations fron case studies
have indicated that (a) interface slip be-
tween the girders and the bridge deck can be
neglected for any practical overloadings.
(b) hígh stresses due to overloading tend to
be nore proninent in the vicinity of the
details that are prone to fatigue-crack
inítiation, (c) residual stresses play a
nonnegligible role in the inelastic response
of prirnary steel girders, (d) buckling is an
important but not a critical phenornenon, and
(e) danage initiation due to overLoading can
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The current bridge design specifications (.1) and
bridge rating provisions (2') do not address the
overloadiñg with sufficient specificity. Even with
these guidelines, nuch is stilt left to engineering
judgment. The prudent deplolment of engineering
judgment requires a firm technical unilerstanding of
the structural response of highway bridges when
subjected to overloaded vehicles.

A detallecl research program on the overloading of
prestressed concrete l-bean highway bridges has
provided the needed infor¡nation on the elastic and
inelastic response of these bridges (3-6). The
pitot research programs on the prestresseA-concrete
spreail box-bearn bridges have also provided the com-
parative results between the f- and the box-beam
construction (7).

The extensive analytical research and laboratory
and field-test conparisons, where possible, have
clearly indicated that the actual structurâl re-
sponse of highway bridge is three dirnenslonal. This
differs substantially fron the baslc deslgn prenise
of proportioníng each structural conponent indiviil-
ually with littler if any, consicleration for the
interaction arnong these structural cotnponents. Thus,
in the overload and even in the design-Ioacl assess-
rnent of the bridges wlth acceptable accuracy, the
three-dimensional interâction anong the structural
menbers must be taken into account.

PRELIMINARY CONS IDERATTONS

fn view of the difference between the presuned and
the actual structural behavior of the bridge super-
structure, certain factors with questionable valid-
ity have been examinecl, and their contributions have
been identified. In the overloading response of
steel multigirder hlghway brldges lt is expected,
but not quantlfled, thât the cross framing wiII
Provide a lnore uniforrn distríbution of the vehlcular
loading anong the girders. The contribution of the
cross fra¡ning in load dlistrfbution is not as high as
hras expected. Furthermore, the effectiveness of the
cross franlng in distributing the live load is
dependenÈ on load locatíon Grj).

If the cross bracings are to be as effective as
expected, another problern surfaces. ff the cross
bracing is transmitting substantial forces in order
to provide a nore uniforrn distributton of the vehic-
ular loads, the forces in these ¡ne¡nbers need to be
transnitted to sone part of the structure. The
cross franLngs are traditionatly connected to the
tension flange or to a bracket attached to the web
at the vlcinity of the tension flange. For íncreased
Ioad levels the forces transmltted by the bracing
menbers cause out-of-plane deformations in the r¡eb-
to-flange connection. These deformations, ho$rever
snâll in rnagnitude, cause large local stresses.
This tl¡I)e of action is kno¡vn to be the source of the
displacetnent-induced fatigue-cråck inltiation (g).
Thus the posslble positive contribution of the cross
bracings is offset by adverse structural effects.

ANATYTICÀT IIODEL FOR OVERIOAD SIUUI,ATION

If inforrnation ís needed for the stresses, deforna-
tlon, posslble danage to the superstructure, and
tl4)e and location of the danage, a more sophisti-
cated analytical .method needs to be developed. An
approach that has been fully successful for pre-
stressed concrete I-bea¡n bridges was modified to
sltnulate the behavior of the tlT)es of bridgês in
queation (l-i ¿-11) . The brl¿lge deck ls sinularpd
by a series of ptate-bending finite elenents $rith
nernbråne stlffnesses. The girders were also divided
into a series of bea¡n finite elements. In order to
account for the initiation and the propagation of

material nonJ"lnearÍty and any for¡¡ of damage, the
plate and bean elements were ilivided into a series
of layers (Figure 1). The tnodel developed an¿l the
method reguire computers. The computer prograrn
Bridge Overload Ànalysis--Stee1 (BOVAS) has been
applied to all known fleld and laboratory test cases
to verify its âccuracy (L1). The cornplexíty of the
mathenatical ilerivation of the model prevents its
inclusion in this paperi however¡ the details may be
found in other publications (9r10).

One of the case studies conducted iras the AASHTO
Road Test bridge (1:?). The characteristics anil the
loading sequence of this bridge are widely known in
brídge engineering. Figure 2 shows the finite-eLe-
ment layering of the bridge deck and the girder. The
complexity of the geonetry in Figure 2 cLearly den-
onstrates the need for computer-based sotution. All
Èhe details defined in Figure 2 were automatically
generated by the co¡nputer prograrn (11).

The experinental tests results and the analytical
prediction by program BOVAS may be seen in Figure 3.
Good agreement between the test results and the pre-
diction may be noted. The other case studies have
al.so resulted in sÍmílar favorable comparisons.

GENER,AI. OBSERVAT TONS

Àny investigation as ¿tetailed as this but without a
detailed paranetric investigation would yield obser-
vations that are applicable to the types of bridges
being studiecl. However, the lack of a detailed
parametric investigation would not pernit the devel-
opnent of formulas to quantify the findings.
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FIGURE I Slab and girder layering.
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FIGURE 3 Moment versus deflection of test bridge.

SIip

The analytical research cornbined with the verifica-
tion of the reported experinental research and field
observations have indicated that slip is not a najor
concern in the structural response of steel rnulti-
girder bridge suPerstructures (13). Because of the
friction between the ileck and the steel girders,
even for nonconposite construction, there exists a
composite interaction. For increased load levels
intermittent slips occur, but a fully noncomposiÈe
response cannot be achieved. In the case of partial
or fully conposite design until the occurrence of
any noticeable sIip, the bridge deck slab and thè
steel girders undergo substantial nonrecoverable
dâmage (I0'13).

High Stress FieLds

As expected' the highest stresses are observed in
the tension flanges and compression flanges (near
the support in the case of continuous constructÍon).
For design loactings the magnitude of the stresses is
within that of the ¿lesign stresses. Hoitever' as the
overloading occurs, these stresses increase propor-
tionally to the gross weight of the vehicle. The
contributions of the cross bracings ilo not enter
into the lateral Iive-loatl distribution until the
occurrence of the stress redistribution in the
structure because of plastification or 1i¡nited
danage.

RESIDUAL STRESSES

The presence of the residual stresses should be

noted in two situations: (a) the deter¡nination of
the stress fields for the fatigue and fracture anal-
ysis of various members and details and (b) its
ãffect on the overall structural response. The
fortner has been well studie¿l and quantified by nany
researchers antl briclge engineers. As far as the
latter is concerned, it is interesting to note that
in the essentially linear-elastic response regime of
the superstructure' the magnitude an¿l the distribu-
tion of residual stresses do not play any role (Fig-
ure 3). Sirnilarlyr the collaPse load level of the
structure is not greatly affected by the residual
stress field ín the structural components. llowever,
the variations in the residual stress intensities
and theír ¿listribution play a predoninant role in
the structural response after the inítiation of the
nonlinear behavior and before the collaPse (Figure
3).

The rnagnitucle and the distribution of the resid-
ual stresses are highly affected by the fabrication
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procedures. In the absence of more reliable infor¡na-
tion, the residual stresses need to be considered as
a factor that has adverse effects on the integrity
of the superstructure.

connection Details

Unfortunately past and present steel bridge engi-
neering desígn practice plaees sone critical details
ln the vícinity of the tension flanges. These de-
tails are known to have 1o!, fatigue life (1). usu-
ally the stress ranges for these details are cotn-
puted by using the reverse-design procedurer thereby
neglecting the contributions of the out-of-plane
defornations. This unilerestimates the stress range
and thus overestirnates the fatígue life of the
actual connection.

In a1l case studies that have been conducted and
verifiecl with the field test results where avail-
able, it was observed that because of overloading
the most sÈressed location in the tension flange is
the tip of the cover plate' which is known for its
low fatigue strength. Thus, through the visualiza-
tion of this simple exa¡nple, it is itîportant to
realize that overloading of steel bridges requiles
consideration of the fatigue provisions. This pre-
supposes that the passage of the overloaded vehicle
is not an extreme rarity.
Buckling

It has been observed that in the case of rolled
girders, with or without cover platingr hreb buckling
is uncom¡non. Ho¡Íeverr in the case of deep built-up
girders, and especially in the case of plate
girders, the stability of the web becomes a critical
issue. This is nore notable near the suPPorts.
Rêseârch has indicate¿l that if the vertical stif-
feners are properly desígnedr the web may buckle as
a shear panel deflned by the top and bottom flanges
and the vertical stiffeners. This buckled v¡eb then
develops a diagonal tension field and behaves like a
truss menber (Figure 4). Researeh has indlcated
that through the proper use of vertical stiffeners
web buckling can be isolated to a few panels and
does not initiate progressive spread of buckling.
Buckling of the web causes a jog in the load-defor-
nation curve of the structurer indicating a tenpo-
rary shift in the stiffnèss. In the case of buckled
panelsr it erould be premature to condenn the load-
carrying câpacity of the bridge.

¿Ouler Teñsion Field

FIGURE 4 Typical transversely stiffened
plate-girder Ìveb-plate panel under
combined moment and shear.

The lateral buckling of the compression flange
can occur for hlgh load levels. Honeverr in víew of
the current detailing practice there are always
sufficient supPorts provided to brace the comPres-
sion flange. The studies have not revealed the
ilanger of Lateral buckling due to the overloading.

Deck Damage

rn prestressecl concrete l-bean bridges it sas noted
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that the darìage was always initiated by the cracking
of the reinforced-concrete ¿leck slab E). These
cracks vrere essentially parallel to the beans. For
indiscriminately íncreased overload J.evels, the
cracking formed partial hinges similar to the for¡na-
tíon of the yíel¿l lines. The bearns did not shov¡ any
discernible damage until after substantial danage to
the bridge deck. rn the case of steel nultigirder
bridges with reinforced-concrete deck, such a gener-
alization cannot be ¡nade. Dependíng on the propor-
tioning of the steel girders, the danage to the
superstructure can take place both at the gircler as
initiation of plastifícation or web-panel buckling
and in the deck slab as cracking of the concrete.
In the case of continuous construction, substantlal
craeking of the concrete over the interior supports
Èâkes place before any other damage to the rest Õf
the deck and usually before any danage to the steel
cornponents. After the fornation of pseudo-yield
lines over the support, additional concrete cracking
is observed between the girclers. IÈ should also be
noted that even though such damage to the deck is
not desirabler if cracking over the supports is
noted and also if no inelastic behavior ín the
girders has taken place, through the rebound of the
superstructure these cracks will close. All the
¿leck concrete cracks, both in steel ân¿l prestressed
concrete bridges, should be considered working
cracks, provided that the girders do not undergo any
loss of rebound capability.

Major Girder Danage and structural Redundancy

In sone cases ileep cracks were observedr usually by
coinciclenee, in the rnain girders of the bridges
while the brialge was carrying a routine traffic
load. An inference shoulil not be drawn thât such a
bridge can carry overloaded vehicles. varíous case
stuilies undertaken by the author have demonstrated
that in nultigirder steel bridges if the superstruc-
tures have a hÍgh degree of internal and external
structurâI indeterninacy, rnajor danage to a girder
r¡ilI not result in the in¡nediate loss of the bridge.
The redístribution of the stresses pernits the
structure to hold up, perhaps after undergolng some

noticeable deformations¡ and carry the regular traf-
fic. Through the redístribution of the stresses
other nembers may be highly overstressed. The nis-
leading corollary to this is that if a briilge can
carry sotne overloading and does not exhibit any
distress, it shoultl be able to carry sone additional
overloads. without a full inspection and engineering
cotnputations, additíona1 overloads to the structures
should not be permitted without full cognizance of
the incipient da¡nage in the structure. The high
degree of internal and external indeter¡ninacy built
into retatively o1¿l steel brídges is, in flâD! câsês¡
a btessing in disguise. The damager if anyr can in
many instances go unnotice¿l for a prolonge¿l period
of time; with this probability in ¡nínd' the rating
of these bridges should not be increased liberally.

RATING OF BRTI'GES

If two high\day bridges (one prestressed concrete I-
bean and the other steel nultigirder, clesigne¿l and
built using the same specifications for the sane
design loading and having egual span lengths ancl
traffic lanes) are to be rated by using the current
ratíng provislons (2), they nay not have the same
raÈing. This díscrepancy is clue to the current
AASHTO guidelines for bridge rating l2l. The pre-
stressed concrete bridge will probably be rated for
heavier loads than the steel bridge. rt has been
suggested that the ratÍng provisions be revised so
that the rating of the steel briilge is increased to
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thàt of the prestressed concrete bridge. Regardless
of how reasonable this argutnent nay soundr it has
rnajor flaws. In the rating of a steel bri¿lge the
residual stresses are not taken into account. The
reduction of the allolrable stresses in part can
account for the number of unquantifled paraneters.
Increase in the atlowable stresses nay resulÈ in
perrnission for excessive stresses in so¡ne critical
me¡nber s.

CþNCLUSIONS

The various findings discussed ín this paper are the
conclusions, and they wiII not reiterated. one
concept that requires reexa¡nination is overload
versus inelastic response versus bridge inspection.
It has been observed that depending on the dimen-
sioning of the bridge and especially the detailing,
it is possible that portions, and critical portions
for that matterr ¡nay exhibit material or geometric
nonlinearity even under service loads. The issuance
of overload per¡nits for such structures, especially
íf the structure has not been neticulously field
inspectecl, should not be consiilereil. rn Èhe case of
structures with a high ilegree of indeterrnínacyr the
possibLe adverse effects of previous overloadings
nay go unnoticed. Rating for hígher loading requires
the uncovering of built-in danages, if any. fn the
case of briclges with low structural ín¿letermínacy,
overloading permits or hígher rating factors should
be considerecl with extrene caution.
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would lead to econotny of dtesign and uniformr prê-
dictable levels of safety in bridges.

4. The need to have a code in SI units in co¡n-pliance with the governmentrs commitment to metric
conversion.

The first edition was trritten by I? technical
subcommittees under the steering control of an 11-
nember Code Developnent Co¡uníttee in the relatively
short tirne of about 3 years. This first highway
bridge design code with a limit-state design fortnat
was written by a teån of about g0 engíneers frotn
both within and without Ontario. Details of its
developnent have been given elsenhere (4).

Soon after the publication of the Flrst editlon,
work was started on the revision of the code. Thle
work led to the aecond edition of OHBDC, which waspublished in late 1983. The purpose of this paper
is to give a brief account of the implementatlon of
the first edition and also to identify major changes
that have taken place since the first edition.

IMPLEII4ENTATION OF FTRST EDITION

Follogring the limit-state fornat of the code, de-
sígners were reguired to conslder both the ultínate
and thê serviceability limit states. The .formerIimit state corresponds to the maxi¡num load-carrying
capacity, and the lâtter, which includes cracking,
vibration, fatigue, and permanent defornations, i"
assoclated with loadings for nor¡nal use. The resÍs-
tance and load factors speclfied in the code rrere
calibrated to a target safety index value of 3.5(!1. The calíbration $as carried out for rein-
forced-concrete, prestressed-concrete, and steel
structures fro¡n relevant available statistÍcal data.
Such data were not available for substructures, wood
bridges¡ and soÍl-stee1 structures. Because of the
Iack of prlor knowledge of the limit-state nethodE
for these items, the relevant design equations were
calíbrated less rigorously: The calibratfon could
only be clone with respect to designs obtained fron
other North American codes.

Most problems in finplenentatíon of the code re-
lated to sections on foundations, tfood bridgee, and

432 .6 .
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The Ontario Bridge Code: Second Edition
ROGER A. DORTON and BAIDAR BAKHT

ABSTRACT

Based on Èhe linit-state design philosophy,
the Ontario llighway Bridge DesÍgn Code gras
first published in 1979. À brief account is
given of the lrnplernentation of the first
edition of the code and the problerns asso-
ciated nith the impLementâtÍon. The second
edition of the co¿le y¡as published in late
1983. Major changes .in the code provisions
are identifÍed, and some details of a co¡n-
puter system that is currently being de-
veloped to support the code are given.

Despite the diversity of vehicle weight regulations
in various jurisdictions, most highway bridges in
North America are designed by the same ltÀSHTO specí-
fications (1) or the CanâdÍan Standards Àssociation
(CSÀ) bridqe code G) r which is only a slight varia-
tion of the former] The province of Ontario used
the AÀSHTO specifications until 1979, when the first
edition of the Ontario High$ray Bridge Design Code
(OITBDC) Q) was published. The ¡\ASHt¡O specifications
were used by choice, because Ontarior like other
Canadian provinces, has full jurisdiction over its
highways and related matters, which ínclude the
for¡nulation and enforcenent of vehicle $¡eight laws
and the choice of desígn codes for its highways and
bridges. In 1976 the !,tinistry of Transportation and
Co¡nmunications (ÞrTC) of Ontario decided to wrLte a
highway briilge ilesign code of its own, mainly for
the follording reasons!

1. The lack of confornity between heavy vehícles
in Ontario and the AÀSHTO design vehicles. It is
noted that Ontario pernits nuch heavier vehicles on
its highways than do noat other jurisdictions in
North A¡nerica.

2. The difficulty and tardiness in the incor-
poration of latest research finctings, however sig-
nificant, in the AÀSHTO specifications.

3. À belief that the li¡¡it-êtate pbilosophy


